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Abstract—Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations for plasma 
physics model self-consistently plasma phenomena at kinetic 
scales. Such simulations focus on the individual  trajectories  
of  a  very  large  number  of  particles  in self-consistent  and  
external  electric  and  magnetic  fields, and are of great 
importance in astrophysics and space sciences. We developed 
a multi-threaded application to simulate such phenomena. 
This article describes the parallel performance of our 
application on a high-performance multicore system 

Keywords—plasma simulation, parallel computing, 
multithreading. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations provide a useful 
tool to investigate self-consistently plasma processes at 
microscopic (kinetic) scales [1] [2]. In PIC simulations, the 
dynamics of plasma is studied by following the trajectories 
of a significantly large number of particles in their self-
consistent and external electric and magnetic fields. Among 
various approaches, the 3D electromagnetic PIC method 
provides a full description of plasma by considering both 
self-consistent electrostatic and electromagnetic effects at 
microscopic level. Recently, this method has been used by 
[3] [4] [5] to investigate the interaction of high-speed 
plasma jets with non-uniform magnetic fields in a 
simplified magnetopause-like configuration typical for a 
northward interplanetary magnetic field. This is an 
important and active research topic in space plasma physics 
that is highly relevant for the magnetospheric environment 
of planet Earth (e.g. [6]), but also for understanding the 
interaction of planetary plasmas with solar and stellar 
winds or the dynamics of astrophysical relativistic jets (e.g. 
[7] [8]).  

The 3D electromagnetic PIC approach is the most 
suitable tool to address the issue of high-speed plasma jets 
interaction with magnetic boundaries/discontinuities since 
it allows for the simultaneous investigation of key physical 
effects as self-polarization, finite Larmor radius effects and 
electromagnetic processes along all relevant directions, 
namely convection, tangential and parallel directions with 
respect to the magnetic field orientation (e.g. [5]). This kind 
of simulations are computationally demanding processes 
due to the highly restrictive requirements imposed by the 
discretization of space and time that can lead to unpractical 
execution runtimes (as explained in [2]). Therefore, in 
order to achieve reduced execution runtimes and extend 

their applicability towards more complex magnetospheric 
configurations, parallelization is required. 

Over time, various parallelized applications have 
been developed for particle-in-cell simulation of plasmas. 
In [9] , Di Martino et al. used the particle decomposition 
technique with High Performance Fortran to parallelize a 
hybrid fluid-PIC code developed for simulations of 
turbulence in magnetically confined plasmas. In [10] and 
[11] Qiang et al. applied the particle-field and domain 
decomposition approaches to a 3D electrostatic PIC code 
used for beam dynamics simulations. In [12]  and [13] 
Barsamian et al. developed multicore algorithms for 2D 
and 3D electrostatic PIC simulations. All these 
implementations and many others are built for specific 
problems and research areas. The applicability domain for 
our PIC algorithm – finite-size 3D plasma structures 
interaction with non-uniform transverse magnetic fields, 
requires a 3d3v full-electromagnetic model [5]. We 
consider here an implementation based on the particle 
decomposition technique with a multi-threaded approach. 
The use of multithreading has the advantage that 
communication of the information changed is not needed, 
as all threads have access to the whole program memory. 
This results in faster execution times. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II 
briefly presents the stages of the algorithm used, the kind 
of simulations it can do and how it was parallelized; Section 
III describes the experiments carried out using the 
implementation and the results obtained; Section IV 
presents the conclusions and gives information on future 
work.  

II. SIMULATION DESCRIPTION  

A. Algorithm stages 
We use here an explicit and relativistic 3d3v 

electromagnetic PIC algorithm developed for three-
dimensional kinetic simulation of fully-ionized 
collisionless magnetized plasmas [14] [15] The PIC 
simulation proceeds as a repeated cycle of four main stages. 
First, the Newton-Lorentz equation of motion for each 
simulated particle is integrated explicitly in the total 
(internal + external) electric and magnetic fields by using 
the Buneman-Boris leap-frog method [2]. Second, the 
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current density is computed in the spatial nodes of the 
simulation grid by using the current deposition of particles  
technique [16]. To compute the charge density, the first 
order weighting scheme (linear interpolation) is used [2]. 
Third, Ampère and Faraday’s equations are integrated 
explicitly using finite-differences in both space and time to 
obtain the self-consistent electric and magnetic fields in the 
location of each grid-cell defined by the Yee lattice [17]. 
Fourth, the self-consistent electric and magnetic fields are 
interpolated from the grid-cells back to the location of each 
particle by using the same weighting scheme as before. In 
our implementation, the last stage is directly coupled with 
the first one into a single module. Fig. 1 illustrates the 
stages of the 3d3v PIC simulation. 

Stages 1 (particle mover) and 2 (current 
computation) of the PIC cycle are the most time-consuming 
tasks performed at each time-step of the simulation. Both 
stages require multiple resource-intensive operations that 
put a heavy work on the processors. Moreover, in order to 
reduce the intrinsic statistical noise and to limit the possible 
undesired effects of the aliasing that could arise due to the 
discretization of configuration space, a smoothing 
procedure is applied to the current density (following [2]). 
For more details on the 3D PIC algorithm used here, see 
[15]. 

 
 

B. Types of Simulations 
Four simulation configurations were chosen and 
implemented to study the interaction of localized high-
speed plasma jets with magnetic discontinuities. These 
configurations have been specifically selected to overcome 
the physical limitations of the previous studies on this topic 
[5] [3] [4] and to advance the understanding of the mass, 
momentum and energy transfer at the interface between the 
solar wind and planetary 
magnetospheres. Here are the four configurations: 
� A - Plasma jet in vacuum interacting with a prescribed 

tangential discontinuity with magnetic shear 
characterized by: 
o A1 - non-zero magnetic field gradient; 
o A2 - constant magnetic field magnitude. 

� B - Plasma jet in background plasma environment 
interacting with a uniform transverse magnetic field. 

� C - Plasma jet in background plasma environment 
interacting with a self-consistent tangential 
discontinuity. 

Configurations A1 and A2 have been selected to study the 
effects produced by the rotation of the background 
magnetic field on the dynamics of plasma jets streaming in 
vacuum across a prescribed tangential discontinuity. 
Configuration B shall be used to investigate the interaction 
between a background plasma population and high-speed 
plasma jets moving across uniform transverse magnetic 
fields. In the last configuration (C), we consider the 
simultaneous interaction of the high-speed plasma jets with 
the self-consistent tangential discontinuity and the 
background plasma environment. 
 

C. A Parallel Approach  
The parallel code is based on a sequential version 
developed by Gabriel Voitcu and Marius Echim that 
embraces the methodology discussed in section II.A [15] 
and the simulation configurations presented in section II.B. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the main steps of the parallel algorithm. 
The single thread parts are depicted in blue, and are 
executed only by one thread, which we will call the main 
thread. The main thread has its share of the particle domain 
to handle. The parallel parts, executed by all threads, are 
shown in orange: move particles (3) and compute current 
densities (5) which belong to the simulation loop. They 
correspond to stages 1 and 2 mentioned before. The 
computation of the current densities is performed using 
separate memory areas by each thread. These is the cause 
that step (5) includes a phase in which the main thread sums 
up the currents computed by the other threads.  
The horizontal red dashed lines represent barriers 
(synchronization points). 
In what follows every step is explained: 
� In the initialization step: 

o Configuration data is read from a file, particle 
positions and velocities are set,  

o initial current densities and fields are computed, 
and  

o The data is saved to files.  

 

Fig. 1. The stages of the PIC simulation 

Fig. 2. The main steps of the parallel algorithm 
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Each thread is assigned an equal share of the total 
number of particles; the work assigned to each thread is 
proportional to the number of particles it will handle.  

� In the advance magnetic field step, new values for 
magnetic field are calculated by the main thread. 

� In the move particles step, every thread moves its 
assigned particles to new positions 

� The compute current step has two parts: 
o In the first one every thread computes the currents 

generated by its particles 
o In the second part, the main thread collects the 

results, sums them up, and performs a smoothing 
operation on the values. 

� In the last step, new values for the electric field are 
computed by the main thread 

The multithread approach allows all threads to share 
memory, so the fields do not need to be copied and sent to 
them. 
TABLE 1 summarizes the main areas used for storing data: 
what thread has access and how it uses it. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A series of tests were performed on a NVidia DGX-1 
server using only the CPUs. The server is equipped with 2 
Intel Broadwell-EP 2200MHz processors (40 cores each) 
and 16 32G DDR4 2133 modules resulting in 511GB RAM 
available and runs Ubuntu Linux version 18.04 LTS. The 
machine also has GPU accelerators, but they were not used. 

The program was written in C++ and compiles with g++ 
versions 4.8.5 and above. It was packed in a docker [18] 
container, as this is the standard way to run on Nvidia DGX 
server. Among the program runs executed, we present 
below the ones which involve a larger number of particles 
(tenths of million). 

A. A type A simulation execution 
Simulations of type A were carried out with 85,737,500 
ion-electron pairs and 1 million cells. 

Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the simulation time taken 
to execute 100 iterations of a Type A simulation.  

From the graph one can see that the time decrease with 
increasing number of threads, but this increase is much 
smaller past 8 threads for this problem size. That occurs 
because the parallel part is reduced, and the sequential parts 
dominate the time. 
 

B. A type B simulation execution 
First, simulations of type B were carried out with 
85,737,500 ion-electron pairs and 1 million cells. The  

 

number of threads used was from 1(sequential) to 64 – 
they were running on 1 to 64 cores of the physical machine. 
Fig. 4 shows the time taken for executing 5 iterations. The 
increased time at 50 and 100 iterations is owed to saving the 
data in files. These show that the save operation – which is 
not carried out in parallel, and involves heavy operating 
system I/O, as files are large – are costly. (The particle data 
needs about 8GB to store). Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the 
simulation time taken to execute 100 iterations of a Type B 
simulation 
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Fig. 3. The evolution of the simulation time for a Type A simulation with 
85,737,500 ion-electron pairs and 1 million cells. 

Fig. 4. The time consumed for 5 iterations for a Type B simulation with 
85,737,500 ion-electron pairs and 1 million cells 

Fig. 5. The evolution of the simulation time for a Type B simulation with 
85,737,500 ion-electron pairs and 1 million cells 

Data stored Remarks 
Particle positions and 

velocities 
Each thread works on a disjoint area 

Magnetic field Changed only by main thread 
Electric field Changed only by main thread 

Current densities Each thread has its own area where it 
collects currents generated by the move 

of the particles it manages 

TABLE 1. MEMORY LAYOUT 
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One can notice that the increase in performance is much 
smaller past 8 threads, for the reason stated in section III.A. 

The average speedup is shown in table TABLE 2 for a type 
A simulation and in TABLE 3 for a Type B simulation:  
85,737,500 ion-electron pairs and 1 million cells. 

 

By comparing the two results one may think that there is 
poor performance. Actually, the workload is too small for 
the program to behave well. The next section demonstrates 
it. 

C. A type B simulation with increased number of particles 
In order to investigate the behavior of the multithreaded 
implementation for higher number of particles, we used a 
Type B simulation with 16 threads. The results are 

summarized in TABLE 4. 

Increase factor 
Number of ion-
electron pairs 

Average time 
multiplication factor 

4 43,897,600 1.192857105 

8 87,795,200 1.495103226 

12 175,590,400 2.407220146 

16 351,180,800 3.52546859 

32 702,361,700 5.684873724 

Increase factor represents the ratio between the number of 
ion-electron pairs in the simulation and the number of used 
in the base simulation (10,974,400). One can notice that the 
application scales well, a 16 times increase in the work 
resulting in a less than four times increase in the total 
processing time. The cause of this is that the balance 
between the sequential part and the parallel part of the 
program improves. corresponds to an increase factor of 4, 
x8 to increase factor of 8 etc. 

Fig. 6 shows how the time taken for 5 iterations evolves 
during a simulation with increased number of 
particles(given in TABLE 4). The x4 in the legend. 

 Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the simulation time, sampled 
every 5 iterations. There are variations caused by the 
workload of the machine (something else ran in parallel) 

We found one implementation inspired by the TRISTAN 
code, in High Performance Fortran, from 2008, described 
in [19]. The authors used from 1,200,00 to 3,500,00 ion-
electron pairs and 781,625 cells. Their benchmark results 
look better than ours, but the number of particles is much 
smaller, and it is not clear how that application would scale 
for large number of particles (billions and further). 
 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

A multithreaded solution for the kinetic model for PIC 
plasma simulation was successfully developed. The 
parallel performance of the implementation is good, 
considering the basic algorithm it relies on. It scales well 
for larger particle amounts. 
A small improvement in the running time could be obtained 
by allowing the advance magnetic field (1) step of Fig. 2 to 
be executed by the first thread which reaches that point of 
the execution, removing the barrier before it, and 
synchronize after that step. 
The main disadvantage of our approach is that the size of 
the simulation is limited by the available memory on the 
single machine which runs it.  
To overcome this limitation, a message-passing system 
interface (MPI) implementation is under development. Due 
to the use of communication among processes, this will 
add, unfortunately, a supplemental time, depending on the 
size of communicating data. 
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Fig. 6. Time for 5 iterations in a Type B  simulation with increased 
number of particles (cf. TABLE 4) 

Fig. 7. The evolution of the simulation time used in a Type B simulation 
with increasing number of particles (cf. TABLE 4) 

TABLE 3. AVERAGE SPEEDUP FOR A TYPE B SIMULATION 

# 
threads 2 4 8 16 32 64 

Speedup 1.52 2.73 3.54 5.35 6 6.2 

TABLE 2. AVERAGE SPEEDUP FOR A TYPE A SIMULATION 

# threads 2 8 16 32 64 

Speedup 1.19 1.5 2.41 3.53 5.68 
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